


TOP 10 REASONS WHY YOU NEED LevALERT Brand BIN LEVEL INDICATORS

#1- SPEED/SAFETY!!!  In one quick glance, you can “See” the level of material in your 
bin from the ground. . . Without climbing dangerous bin ladders!  Create a more efficient 
and safe working environment on your farm.

#2- You can install LevALERT Indicator at any level most important to you!  Placing 
LevALERT Indicator at critical “KEY” levels will create the valuable “LEAD TIME” you need to 
plan ahead.  Key level positions: 1 truckload from full or empty, 3 days before you run out of 
feed for your animals or know multiple levels on more frequently used bins such as your wet 
and dry holding bins associated with grain dryers.  Avoid lost dollars by preventing inventory 
shortfalls whether it’s feed for your animals/poultry or plastic pellets for your molding presses.

#3- You can see LevALERT Indicator from over 400 feet away- day or night!  High color 
contrast allows anybody to easily see between “ON” & “OFF” positions.  We use only the best 
grade of highly visible 3M Reflective lemon yellow film.  Provides many, many years of 
service.

#4- Installs completely from outside the bin thru only one 1-1/8” diameter hole in less 
than 5 minutes!  SIMPLE, EASY & FAST!

#5- LevALERT Indicator is completely mechanical in operation requiring
NO ELECTRICAL POWER TO OPERATE.  It’s simple, as the granular material reaches the 

installed LevALERT Indicator, it applies pressure to the Activator portion of the product 
pushing it towards the bin wall turning the Indicator to a brilliant yellow color.   When the 

material recedes it automatically resets itself to a black color ready for the next fill.

#6- Unique design features of the flexible Activator make it ideal for use with a broad 
range of granular and powdered materials that weigh between 10 to 100 lbs./cubic foot.  
Almost any free flowing dry bulk solids such as agricultural grains and feeds, grass seeds, 
plastic pellets, fertilizer, minerals, dry chemicals, minerals, sand, salts, powders, and many, 
many more.

#7- Installs on any corrugated or flat wall bins styles up to 3/8” in thickness.

#8- Operates efficiently at temperatures ranges of + 180 degrees F(+82 C) to subzero 
-30 degrees F(-35 C).

#9- Proudly made in the U.S.A.  5 YEAR WARRANTY.

#10- AND BEST OF ALL- YOU CAN SIMPLY ADD A MICRO SWITCH AND MAKE IT 
PERFORM AN ELECTRICAL FUNCTION.  Every mechanical LevALERT Indicator contains 
a pocket that can house an optional electrical micro switch. Hook up this switch to 
automatically turn on/off electrical motors, horns, lights or to notify your other electrical 
devices such as cell phone and computers.
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